The emerging field of spintronics explores the many possibilities offered by the prospect of using the spin of the electrons for fast, nanosized electronic devices. The effect of magnetization acting on a current is the essence of giant or tunnel magnetoresistance. Although such spintronics effects already find technological applications, much of the underlying physics remains to be explored. The aim of this article is to demonstrate the importance of spin mixing in metallic nanostructures. Here we show that magnetic clusters embedded in a metallic matrix exhibit a giant magnetic response of more than 500% at low temperature, using a recently developed thermoelectric measurement. This method eliminates the dominating resistivity component of the magnetic response and thus reveals an intrinsic spin-dependent process: the conduction-electron spin precession about the exchange field as the electron crosses the clusters, giving rise to a spin-mixing mechanism with strong field dependence. This effect appears sensibly only in the smallest clusters, that is, at the level of less than 100 atoms per cluster.
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S
pintronics seeks to exploit the interplay of spin-polarized conduction electrons and magnetization in nanostructures. Spin-dependent scattering leads to giant magnetoresistance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] (GMR) and tunnelling magnetoresistance [6] [7] [8] , whereas the converse effect of a spin-polarized current on the magnetization [9] [10] [11] can be taken advantage of in magnetoresistive memory bits 12 and gigahertz oscillators 13 . GMR as a field sensing measurement of a resistivity ratio R/R is dominated by non-magnetic and spin-independent scattering processes determining R. Instead, the thermoelectric measurement protocol developed in our laboratory 14 depends on the first derivative of R with respect to the temperature and thus suppresses this resistive contribution. This allows us to fully reveal the otherwise negligible spin-mixing processes. In multilayers this mechanism is essentially a spin-dependent Peltier effect that roughly doubles the field sensitivity compared with GMR 14 . Here we have applied this measurement protocol to granular clusterassembled materials 15 , the geometry of which is not appropriate for a Peltier effect. Hence a clearly different microscopic mechanism takes a predominant role here. We invoke the predominance of spin mixing caused by a spin-precession effect 16 that is completely different in nature. Spin mixing was predicted to decrease GMR responses, as it scrambles the two spin channels of conduction. In our measurement scheme, on the contrary, it results in a 100-fold increase of the field response compared with GMR. The combined use of cluster-assembled materials and a novel measurement method thus reveal a different spin transport effect and may open a new route towards possible applications.
Samples were prepared (see the 'Methods' section) according to the strategy of 'cluster-assembled materials' (Fig. 1) . Briefly, the samples consist of thin films of copper in which well-defined cobalt clusters are dispersed. Narrow distributions of metal cluster ions are prepared and analysed in the gas phase and are co-deposited with the copper matrix onto a substrate of polyimide. This method allows for the simultaneous control of the cluster size and their concentration. Sample thickness and Co loading were kept constant Cluster-assembled material. a, Co cluster ions produced with a magnetron cluster source are directed towards a sample holder. By changing the source parameters, the cluster size can be adjusted over a wide range. Simultaneously Cu is evaporated from a crucible and deposited on the same sample holder. b, Transmission electron micrograph of the sample with n = 6,500. c, The cluster ion size distribution can be monitored with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer; a typical spectrum is given for Co + n with n = 15. The small satellite peaks are Co n Ar + complexes.
at 50 nm and 8%, respectively. The mean sizes of the embedded clusters used in this study were n = 15;600;2,300 and 6,500 atoms per cluster. Besides conventional resistance measurements, we carried out a thermoelectric experiment that measures the thermogalvanic voltage (TGV) and that was initially developed for multilayer systems 14, 17 . The principle of this experiment is shown in Fig. 2a , a chopped laser diode shines on the film and induces a temperature oscillation of about 1 K. The laser irradiates a large portion of the film and does not induce a net temperature gradient. The corresponding voltage across the whole film is measured by lock-in detection under a constant charge current I d.c. . Although there could also be a contribution from the derivative of the resistance with respect to temperature, this effect, however, is negligible in metals below 20 K, where the resistance is temperature independent. Consequently, TGV measurements carried out at 14 K (Fig. 2b) are independent of the temperature dependence of the resistance.
Magnetoresistance and magnetothermogalvanic voltage (MTGV) measurements were carried out on samples of four different cluster sizes at 14 K under an externally applied magnetic field of up to 0.8 T. The magnetic response of the resistance is in the range of 1-6% (Figs 3b, 4a), which is coherent with GMR processes in such granular nanostructures 4 . In contrast, the MTGV response of the sample of 15 atoms per cluster shows an extraordinary large magnetic response of 500% at 0.8 T (Fig. 3a) . A low-temperature response of this magnitude, about 120 times the GMR ratio, is observed for different samples and all field orientations. Its amplitude at larger fields and lower temperatures is expected to be even higher as saturation is not reached at 0.8 T.
We infer from several observations that MTGV measures a spindependent transport mechanism different from GMR. The MTGV amplitude drops sharply with increasing grain size (Fig. 4a) , and quasi-vanishes for the sample of 6,500 atoms per cluster. This differs from the moderate size dependence of GMR (Fig. 4b) . Moreover, the MTGV response exhibits saturation at ∼0.2 T for 600 atoms per cluster, whereas none of the GMR curves show saturation at 0.8 T. Finally, we observe that the MTGV vanishes with increasing temperature, whereas some residual GMR is retained at room temperature (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1 ).
A key parameter for the analysis of the MTGV is the intergranular distance. Figure 4c shows the microscopic distribution of Co clusters in a copper matrix for the different cluster sizes when the atomic concentration is fixed at 8%. A simple estimate yields a mean intercluster distance of about three cluster diameters (centre to centre). As a consequence, large copper paths open up in the case of larger clusters. This is of limited importance for GMR, because the mean distance between two cobalt clusters is always below the spin diffusion length of copper (l Cu sf ∼ 40-60 nm) 18, 19 . To focus the attention on identifying the underlying spindependent mechanism, we treat the sample as a homogeneous effective medium. We use a simple thermodynamic argument to show that spin mixing is at the origin of the huge field dependence of the TGV. We analyse the spin-dependent transport in terms of the two-current model 20 . We state that the currents j ↑,↓ are linearly related to their associated generalized forces ∇μ ↓,↑ , which are the gradients of their electrochemical potentials. With the usual parameter β to express the spin asymmetry of the conductivities σ ↑(↓) = (1/2)σ(1 ± β), the transport matrix is:
where q is the charge of an electron and σ is the isothermal electric conductivity. We introduce the non-diagonal transport parameters L ↑↓ and L ↓↑ that express the mixing of the spin currents. By setting as a boundary condition that the polarization current j ↑ − j ↓ vanishes in the gold leads, we establish an effective conductivity:
The first two terms correspond to the usual GMR effect. In this effective medium approximation, the value of β must be considered as dependent on the degree of orientation or misalignment of the magnetization of successive grains. The last term contains L = L ↑↓ − L ↓↑ , that is, the difference in spin-mixing rates going from majority to minority spins and vice versa. The TGV experiment measures the first derivative of σ eff with respect to the temperature. At 14 K, the magnetic response of σ(1 − β 2 ) is only a few per cent. Therefore, the amplitude of the MTGV must arise quasi-exclusively from the spin-mixing term in equation (1) .
The main spin-mixing mechanism is usually assumed to be electron-magnon collisions 21, 22 . However, given the size of the Co clusters considered in this study, scattering of conduction electrons by low-q magnons seems unlikely 23 and another spin-mixing mechanism must be considered. Following earlier work 16 , we propose that in granular materials, for which the grain size is much smaller than the spin diffusion length, the spins of the conduction electrons precess about the exchange field as they pass through the magnetic grains. This mechanism was named the 'jitterbug spin channel mixing' 24 . Indeed the precession about the exchange field is equivalent to transitions between the two spin channels (for example, see ref. 25) , that is, to a spin-mixing effect (Fig. 5a) . At zero field, the random orientation of magnetic moments in each cluster yields a 'jitterbug' spin mixing that is completely symmetric ( L = 0), corresponding to a minimum TGV signal. As the magnetic field increases, the ordering of the magnetic moments induces a splitting of the spin-up and spin-down levels quantized in the direction of the magnetic field. According to the basic principles of magnetic resonance, the fluctuating magnetic field as perceived in the reference frame of a moving electron can produce a relaxation of its spin. The transition rates of the up-to the downstate (L ↑↓ ) and that of the converse process are not equal (Fig. 5b) . Their ratio is given by the ratio of populations of the down-and up-states 26 . In other words, to the extent that we expect a spin polarization, we must also expect L = 0. This mechanism is very sensitive to intergranular distances and to the relative orientations of magnetic moments in neighbouring clusters. Thus, our effective medium model offers a qualitative explanation to describe the data. The spin-mixing mechanism suggested here is effective only for small cluster systems, for which the current flows through the magnetic cobalt grains; for larger clusters, the current flow in the Cu matrix dominates and the MTGV vanishes. The prospects for room-temperature application are favourable, MTGV at room temperature has already been observed in nanowires 17 . A detailed analysis of transport in multilayers with the current perpendicular to the interfaces was carried out and suggests that the right elemental combination is critical. In the case of our cluster-assembled materials, increasing the volume concentration of Co towards the percolation threshold while retaining the ultrafine magnetic structure or stabilizing the cluster magnetic moments by oxidation 27 are also likely to increase the operating temperature.
In summary, this novel transport measurement carried out on magnetic cluster-assembled thin films shows a huge enhancement of its magnetic field response, about two orders of magnitude larger than the GMR ratio obtained in the same sample. This MTGV response is qualitatively different from GMR, both in its temperature, field and grain-size dependences. Hence, it is clear that a novel spin-dependent mechanism is involved, which cannot be reduced to some enhanced detection of the GMR effect and which is fundamentally different from that observed in multilayer systems. It is argued that the measurement method privileges the detection of the asymmetry of the spin-mixing process. This effect is shown to be extremely large in our cluster-assembled materials, when the magnetic structuring is refined to a nanometre scale.
METHODS SAMPLE PREPARATION
A detailed description of the experimental setup used to generate the cluster-assembled samples and their characterization (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, magnetic properties) has been published elsewhere 15 . Cobalt cluster ions of variable sizes are generated in a home-built magnetron cluster source following the design by Haberland et al. 28 . The mean size of the generated cluster distributions is adjustable between one atom and many thousands of atoms by varying the source conditions. Cluster ions are characterized by time-of-flight mass spectrometry and deposited on a substrate of slightly conductive polyimide foil (Kapton XC, Goodfellow, 40 μm thickness) at room temperature. The deposition at energies well below 1 eV per atom ensures soft-landing conditions, that is, fragmentation-free deposition 29 . The copper matrix is produced by electron beam evaporation and is deposited simultaneously with the clusters. In this study, samples were produced with mean cluster sizes of n = 15;600;2,300 and 6,500 atoms per cluster, the width of the size distributions σ/ n varying between 0.6 and 0.16 for the smallest and largest clusters, respectively. Both the sample thickness (50 nm) and the concentration of ∼8 at.% Co were kept constant for all samples. A capping layer of ∼4 nm Cu deposited on top of each sample ensures oxidation protection after exposure to air. The residual oxidation is discussed in ref. 15 .
We assume that our clusters remain intact on embedding because cobalt and copper are thermodynamically immiscible at room temperature. Furthermore, it has been shown that small Co islands on Cu surfaces retain their structural integrity and Cu capping is energetically favourable with respect to alloying 30 . Figure 5 Jitterbug spin mixing. a, The precession of the conduction-electron spin about the exchange field in the magnetic cluster can change its orientation with respect to the external magnetic field. b, A preferential orientation of the magnetic grains lifts the degeneracy of the two spin orientations, different transition rates between the two levels reflect the changed populations.
It has to be emphasized that our sample preparation is unique because it allows the independent control of both cluster size and concentration over a wide range.
MTGV MEASUREMENTS
The samples have an elongated shape: 20 mm long and 2 mm wide. The MTGV was measured with a direct current I d.c. of 8 mA, corresponding to a current density of about 10 4 A cm −2 . Laser light, emitted by a 30 mW laser diode (l = 680 nm), and chopped at 22 Hz, was used as a heat source (Fig. 2) . The data points in Figs 3 and 4 are the average of the values obtained with the positive and negative field ramps. As the beam was not focused near the contacts, no net gradient of temperature was developed in the direction of the current. Consequently, the residual magnetothermoelectrical power response never exceeded 120 nV and is thus negligible with respect to the MTGV.
We can exclude any spurious effect associated with the Hall effect because we observed about the same very large response for magnetic fields parallel (Fig. 2) and perpendicular to the film. We can also exclude a contribution of the Nernst effect 31 because we find zero a.c. voltage drop when the current is zero (the Nernst effect is defined at zero current), and because the Nernst effect, like the Hall resistance, is an odd function of magnetic field. 
